Basketball Wales

Basketball Wales Board AGM 2015 Meeting Minutes.
Date of Meeting: 12/09/15
Time of Meeting: 1330hrs ended 1531hrs
Venue: Galeri Caernarfon
Convener: Chairman J Ogleby with Neil Fairburn as interim Chair

Agenda Item
Notes
Action Points
Board Present: J Ogleby [JO], P Sanders [PS], D Oakey [DO], N Fairburn [NF], AM Koukouravas [AMK], L Coulson [LC], S
Collins [SC], G Williams [GW]
1. Welcome
Justin as Chairman, welcomed everyone to the meeting to North
Wales and to the first AGM that had been held outside of South
Wales. The AGM was held in the North to recognize that BW is
pan Wales and that the next AGM will be held in another part of
the country.
JO explained the agenda and how the meeting was to proceed
and that all reports will be put on to the company website.
2. Apologies received for
P John, J Morgan, M Halpin, J Merchant, C Martin, J Kurts
absence
Shefford, Dr S Lloyd, C Seeley, A Jones.
.
3. Members Present
H Jones, L Power, V Gottwald, K Mair, I Jones, A Wyn Jones,
D Foale, S Parry.
4. Chairman Address
JO explained that the chairman's address will be put out on to the
website but will also be emailed to all of the members of BW.
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JO outlined that a lot BWs work has been taken up with the 2012
agreement and merger with GB. In that the board has had to
negotiate from a weak position. He explained the decision that
had been taken in relation to BBF and GB and explained the
background and rational. The 2012 agreement had been set out
by FIBA that GB merger would take place and go ahead with
two out of the three required signatories and Wales would be
suspended as a Federation. Wales came late to the negotiating
table after rejecting the 2012 agreement and got the agreement
from both England Scotland they could carry on playing
indefinitely in the Small Nations, but this was rejected by FIBA
who said that Wales could have had this but had had its
opportunity to negotiate and participate and had not done so
before 2012.
The 2016 BBF article which, which is the next stage of the 2012
agreement has been signed by Wales and will govern basketball
in England Scotland and Wales and cannot be amended without
the agreement of all three HNs. BW considered this a strong
position for any future negotiations and governance issues.
JO said that the board was aware that there was still concerns
amongst the membership about the decision that was made by
board. He explained that the board was empowered to make
decisions and that the decision was to sign up to the 2012
agreement was majority decision by the board (The board did
vote by majority to now sign up to 2012 agreement). He
explained the difference between the 2012 agreement and 2016
agreement and said that there was documentation to back up the
board decision.
JO then went on to discuss another stakeholder in the FIBA
agreement and GB/BBF merger, which is Sport Wales (SW).
Justin outlined the relationship with Sport Wales and BW.
Giving details of the 2008/2009 Price Waterhouse Cooper
(PWC) audit that was carried out by SW. The report highlighted
a number of large deficiencies in the governance of BW and a
lack of progress. SW had written to FIBA post 2012 and about a
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lack of dialogue with them and that the poor governance had not
been addressed. FIBA held a meeting with SW to which BW had
no knowledge and were not invited. JO explained how he had
opened dialogue with SW and was embarrassed not to have had
any knowledge or be informed about the background to events
post 2009. The new engagement has allowed SW to be more
comfortable with BW and the progress it has made and BW are
now undertaking a recognition review with SW. For which BW
needs to agree and establish and implement the necessary
governance policies.
JO spoke about the relationship with schools and basketball and
explained how basketball is currently not high on their agenda at
any level.
JO then spoke about funding and how over the past 5 years
through community chest grants, that £147k of money has gone
back into grassroots basketball in Wales, primarily for what was
listed in the applications for coaching course and equipment
JO spoke about the FIBA Europe 2013 General Assembly which
was hosted by BW and was not attended by any representatives
from SW and how the small nations influence has now been
eroded in its governance. When BW wrote to local dignitaries to
attend the meeting they were told not to attend as BW was not a
credible organisation
BW must deliver in line with a governance that is acceptable to
SW and not have another governance audit like the one in
2008/2009.
The new online membership that has been brought since 2014
has been a success and BW has no got its largest ever
membership demonstrating growth. BW can now for the first
time be definitive about its numbers and provide FIBA for the
first time since 1999 with an accurate reflection on the state of
the game in Wales.
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NF to discuss with new board the
process for an independent
investigation

JO spoke about officiating and how as small nation we have two
accredited FIBA referees and two commissioners. In 2016 these
people will be under the control of the new BBF and organised
by them.
It is also the first time that BW has a documented process of a
referee progress pathway.
JO spoke about the ENDC and significant growth since 2010
with age groups from u12 through to seniors.
JO spoke about how when DO took over the ENDC that there
were only 4 national coaches and now there are 39 coaches.
There are now regional coaches and regional groups.
There is recognition from Europe that Wales is progressing
which has been reflected in the teams winning medals and
having players in the All Star teams. This year all the Wales
teams made the semifinals with the U18s Men and Women
securing bronze medals.
With a lack of funding it has been necessary to work from the
top down and encourage participation. Children now go to their
schools and clubs proudly wearing the ENDC BW apparel. This
has demonstrated to other children that there is a pathway to
playing at international level and has seen growth in the clubs.
Clubs were able to access community chest funds for grassroots
while the ENDC has not and had had to be self-sufficient. In
2010 BW spent 16K sending ONE team to a tournament. The
board would not support or condone this sort of action.
The women's game has grown with more girls and teams
participating and playing. Steff has been brought on to the board
to bring her knowledge and perspective. Steff is an ideal role
model to explain what needs to be done.
JO talked about finance and the need for BW have a sound fiscal
base from which to the run organisation and programme. There
is an offer which is with BBF of an idea that could bring more
commercial money into BW. If BW had not signed up to 2012
agreement we not be part of this. There is also an objective of
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this BBF commercial money to have a professional team in
Wales.
JO stated that the accounts had been signed off with a turnover
of around £100k and a spend of £80k.
JO explained about the FIBA Europe (FE) match funded project
money that had been applied for and how it would be audited by
FE and would be ring fenced when it was received as it could
not be used for any other purpose than as per the application and
project plan.
JO spoke about insurance and about putting in the necessary
provision for our international teams and membership. He
reminded the meeting that it was mandatory that all players
needed to be members of BW before training and playing.
JO the discussed mini basketball and the programme that was
taking place in Bridgend but could not take credit for it. He
noted that the numbers of players from minis in this area were
not being transferred into clubs and whether BW could assist
with this in this area and other areas in Wales.
JO said that coach education needed to be more focused and find
a better mechanism to deliver courses.
JO spoke about the commercial relationship with BWs only
sponsor LEGEA and how they had recognized the growth in BW
and increased their sponsorship by 25%. The agreement with
Legea is due for review in April 2016.
JO acknowledged that the Board of BW needs to communicate
better with its membership and leagues and had been taking
steps to improve this. BW had had an offer from Basketball
England to help it improve its website, but due to changes in
focus in BE it meant that this did not happen.
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GW to issue the chairman's report to
all members after the AGM

JO discussed schools basketball and the decline in participation
and the growth of lesser sports like dodgeball. He acknowledged
more work need to be done with Sport Wales and LEAs and that
BW should find a mechanism to support schools with
developing and promoting the game. JO noted the success in
areas of Wales were basketball had established itself but noted
there was a link back into the ENDC from this.
JO concluded that as per his report that we find a way as to how
deliver the message of support and corporate values and mission
statements to our members.
The board recognizes that there is still a lot to be done an as the
membership grows there will be more demands to the board.
BE and BS have full time employees, Wales is run by
volunteers, some of whom give up to 30 to 40 hours of their
spare time per week keeping the organisation running.
BW needs more coordination and support from its clubs and
leagues.
Without the Sport Wales Recognition Review BW will not
progress and move forwards. BW now has relationship once
more with Sport Wales and this has been built on integrity and
trust.

5. BW Articles

6. GB

BW is a limited company which has articles for its governance.
The articles were written by former board member who was a
solicitor and are what we have used to govern since 2012.Due to
queries over the past 12 months and also with the new 2012 and
2016 agreements, BW has been advised by an independent
solicitor that they should be reviewed and revised.
BW currently has a single representative on the board BBF
which is DO.
The BBF has a single representative from BE and BS and3
independent directors and two former GB directors.
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7. Officiating Report

8. ENDC

The BBF needs to have the right make up of personnel on its
board and this will also be considered with the SW Recognition
Review (RR).
JO asked if there were any questions from the floor at this point
and there was none.
GW provided highlights of his report, which can now be found
on the website. He highlighted the need to improve the way level
1 referees to become level 2s.
DO provided highlights of his report, which can be found on the
website. But particularly wanted to highlight the successes of the
ENDC and mentioned the U11s girls who had beaten Scotland in
a tournament. This year has been the most successful year ever
for the ENDC teams.
DO mentioned being in North Wales and pointed to the success
of the regional ENDC run by Sion Parry and how the North Won
the U17 competition this year, showing how the North has
developed.
DO also mentioned the success of mini basketball being run as
taster sessions through the ENDC and the excitement of the
children being coached by a national head coach.
DO spoke about the money that had been received from FIBA
Europe and how it has been used eg allocated to focused training
sessions.
All age groups have played international games this year.
DO echoed the comments from JO about the success of the
ENDC and the brand that has now been created and that there
are now more opportunities than there has ever been for players
to represent their country at different age levels.
There are more players in Wales at Elite level than there has ever
been.
DO spoke about 3x3 and the new opportunity that it presented
for Wales, Wales ranked 50th in World and 25th at U18.
DO spoke about the women's game and how that it had
expanded and that the ENDC now has 9 female coaches
involved as well as more players.
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DO said that he was proud of what he had achieved in the past 5
years and he was leaving the ENDC in the best state that it had
ever been in and that he hopes whoever took over would take it
further forward.
9. Finance

10. Coaching

11. Schools

12. Appointment of New
Directors

JO spoke about the finances and that they were all approved and
signed off and with companies' house. The report will be on the
BW website.
JO delivered the report for James and his report will be on the
BW Website.
JO mentioned the FECC and that certain criteria needed to be in
place to apply and be accepted.
NF delivered his report, which can be found on the company
website.
Justin announced that the elections would now take place an
explained some background to them.
The BW board has 13 positions one of which is the
chairman/CEO
4 members needed to stand down as part of the board rotation
but could seek reelection if they wanted to.
JO, DO and JM stood down and have not asked to be re-elected.
GW has stood down but has asked to be considered for reelection.
PS has stood down voluntarily from the board and does not want
to be considered for election.
This leaves NF, AMK and PJ as board members.
As well as the 7 members that have put themselves forward for
election to the board, there are two co-opted board members LC
and SC who need to be approved and ratified on to the board.
Members who had put themselves forward for the board were.
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Lucy Power
Dr Steve Lloyd
Jason Merchant
Cameron Seeley
Ceri Martin
Haydn Jones
Jonathan Kurtz Shefford
JO outlined to the meeting that there had been concern by board
over the proxy voting forms and minuted that an investigation
needed to be undertaken by an independent body as there was
evidence of poor practice, misdirection and collusion.
JO announced that the board had rejected a batch of proxy forms
that had been supplied to members in advance of the agenda
being released as they were not on the correct BW form. JO also
pointed out that some of these had been dated in May 2015.
Jo Announced that Lucy had been given 142 proxy votes to use
and all others had been rejected.
Justin announced that he was standing down that board had
appointed NF as interim Chairman to ensure a smooth transition
with new board members. JO left the table and NF took over as
Chairman.
NF thanked the board that was leaving and started the voting
process.
NF pointed out to Lucy that she could not use the proxy votes
for herself and could not ask GW as the alternate as both of them
were present.
LC and SC were approved to the board
Voting was as follows
Lucy Power 8 votes and 1 abstention
Dr Steve Lloyd 4 votes + proxy and 4 abstentions
Cameron Seeley 5 votes + proxy and 6 abstentions
Jonathan Kurtz Shefford 4 votes + proxy and 6 abstentions
Jason Merchant 4 votes + proxy and 7 abstentions
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Ceri Martin 3 votes + proxy and 8 abstentions
Haydn Jones 11 votes + proxy and 2 abstentions
Gavin Williams 9 votes + proxy and 3 abstentions

13. AOB

14. Meeting Closure

NF announced that all the positions on the board were all filled
and welcomed the new board
NF asked if there was any AOB or questions
Arwel Jones asked the board asked if the board would look at his
proposal for a new basketball company in North Wales that in
conjunction with North Wales police would bring children in off
the streets and get them playing basketball rather than causing
anti-social behavior and would like to be affiliated to BW.
Arwel also raised the issue that BW should focus more on grass
roots.
NF thanked Arwel for his proposal and said that the new board
would look at and get back in touch with him.
NF said that while he understood his comments on grass roots he
referred to him comments made by JO and DO about a lack of
funding and structure and having to work from the top down and
that BW was now getting to grass roots level.
Keith Mair observed that the board had lost some very talented
board members and whether NF had any idea of who would take
over in their positions and if the company was seeking a new
direction. NF said he was unable to answer the questions and
that it would be for the new board to decide this.
Arwel asked if DO had left the board who was going to run the
ENDC. NF explained that again their position would be
appointed to someone on the board and that DO had offered to
stay on in managerial role until the end of December, if required,
to hand over to the new Elite Performance Director..
There were no further questions
NF thanked everyone for attending ad welcomed the new
members to the board and that there would be a short board
afterwards.
The meeting finished at 1531pm
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